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Research Plan

Study the foundational differences in computational
power between classical Markov processes and different
flavours of quantum processes.
Perspective: View classical computing as a constrained ver-
sion of quantum computing, and study how these constraints
manifest in the coined walks model.

•What new mathematical structures do we gain when lifting
constraints?
•Which aspects of the emergent structure are key to the
increase in computational power?
•How do we exploit them?

Mathematical Framework

Category Theory studies the structure of how abstract ele-
ments relate to each other.
In the last decade, experts have figured out the categorical struc-
tures present in quantum mechanics [1, 2, 3]. These are briefly
introduced in this poster’s central column.
This framework provides a common ground to discuss the dif-
ferent flavours of computation and, more importantly, it identifies
how each of them is defined as a more constrained version of the
previous one.

Hilb Isometry CPTP Stoch Bool

more constraints

computational power

We intend to use category theory to study the degrees of freedom
we gradually gain from lifting these constraints.
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Categorical Landscape

Each step imposes a new mathematical constraint, and at each
step the computational power is gradually decreased.

Hilb
•Mathematically: Hilbert spaces and bounded linear maps.
•Physically: Closed quantum system with post-selection.
•Setting: Not feasible.

Isometry
•Mathematically: As Hilb, but only isometries are allowed.
•Physically: Closed quantum system.
•Setting: Noise-free quantum mechanics.

CPTP
•Mathematically: Generated from Isometry, but only
CPTP maps are allowed.
•Physically: Open quantum system.
•Setting: Stochastic quantum mechanics.

Stoch
•Mathematically: As CPTP, but every map is followed by
the decoherence map at its output.
•Physically: Classical Markov processes.
•Setting: Stochastic classical mechanics.

Bool
•Mathematically: As Stoch, but only permutation
matrices are allowed.
•Physically: Deterministic classical computing.
•Setting: Standard computers.

Case study: Coined Walk

It is possible to use any of these categories to define a version of
a walk over a graph. Given a choice C among the categories from
the central column, a walk with coins from C is defined by:

• a graph, i.e. a set of vertices V and edges E ⊆ V ×V ;
• a coin at each vertex, where a coin is a matrix drawn from C;
• a marked edge as the starting position of the walker.
• a parameter t ∈ N indicating the amount of steps the walker
must take before being measured.
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Figure 1: A single step of a coined walk at a vertex. The vector represents the
walker’s state and the matrix is the coin. The triangles represent the walker.

Any Markov chain is an example of a coined walk on Stoch. Cer-
tain algorithms using quantum walks (coins from Isometry) [4]
perform computations faster than any known classical algorithm.
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